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The College Center For Library Automation (CCLA) – about us

- 28 Institutions
- 82 Campuses
- Approx 43,000 Fac/Staff
- Approx 1,000,000 students
- 4.5 Million Library Items
- 3.8 Million MARC Holdings Records
- 1.4 Million MARC Bib Records
- Access to 91+ core eResources
The College Center For Library Automation (CCLA) – about us

- Legislatively mandated and directly funded
- No cost to institutions
- College library staff play advisory, not governance role
The College Center For Library Automation (CCLA) – about us

• State-wide coverage
  – over 1,300 km end-to-end
• Diverse institutions
  – Largest = over 50,000 fte (over 125,000 head count)
  – Smallest = about 800 fte (under 3,000 head count)
28 Colleges
29 Aleph ADMs
About 1,000,000 patron records
Fully supported circulating LINCC sites: 82

Total number of cities: 65
CCLA Colleges have always shared a single bibliographic database.
Enter Primo (we call it LINCCWeb 2.0)

- One Primo installation for CCLA
- CCLLA manages Primo for the 28 institutions
  - Publishing from Aleph
  - OAI harvesting
  - Customizations
- 13 servers to accommodate 3 environments
  - “prod”, “preprod”: 1 BE, 2 FE, 3 SE each
  - “test”: all in one
How to configure?

• What data to include?
  – Aleph catalog, published to Primo
    • Everyone agreed on this!
  – Google books (Michigan collection)
  – MetaLib
  – Digital material
  – SFX, MetaLib knowledge bases
How to configure?

• How many search “tabs”?
  – Include all searchable data together?
  – Separate tab for each type of data?
  – What data can/should be searched together?
What to do?

• Advisory committee (librarians)
• Feedback (librarians)
• Focus groups (students)
• Usability studies (students)

By far, greatest amount of interaction was with librarians – not with students
Our Starting Point

• Two tabs
  – Books and More
    • Aleph catalog, published to Primo
  – Articles
    • MetaLib
New search look and display of results

Two tabs

Facets on the right!!
Next configuration

• Three tabs
  – Books and More
    • Aleph catalog, published to Primo
  – Articles and More
    • MetaLib
  – Images and Digital Collections
    • OAI harvested metadata – Florida material
    • Google books (harvested from Michigan collection)
Another try

• Four tabs
  – Books and More
    • Aleph catalog, published to Primo
  – Historical & Special Digital Collections
    • OAI harvested metadata – Florida material
    • Google books (harvested from Michigan collection)
  – Locate Databases Journals & More
    • SFX and MetaLib Knowledge Base
  – Multi-Database Search
    • MetaLib
4 tabs
Facets on the left!!
6 tabs!!
Current configuration

• Simplified: Two tabs
  – Library Search
    • Aleph catalog, published to Primo
    • Google books (harvested from Michigan collection)
    • OAI harvested metadata – Florida material
    • SFX and MetaLib Knowledge Base
  – Article Search
    • MetaLib
Florida Keys Community College
Island Living, Island Learning

Library Search   Article Search

Welcome!
Log In
Need Help?
e-Shelf
Preferences

I Need To Find
Ask A Librarian
Course Reserves
Items from other libraries (ILL)
Library Services
Services for Distance Learners

New & Recommended Books
Count down your age...
A history of art in...
Hydraulics for ref...
The sushi economy: ...
Pompano Beach: a hi...

Library Information
About the Library
News & Events

Locations and Hours:
Florida Keys Community College Library

Library Catalogs | Databases | CLA

Update my screen automatically

Mouse over (alt text)
The average CCLA search scope is comprised of:

✓ A campus’s physical holdings

✓ A college’s e-Books (etc.)
+ the college’s MetaLib & SFX Knowledge Bases available to all campuses

✓ e-Books & OAI collections available to all colleges
Current configuration

- 29 Views
- 152 Scope values
- 540 Search scopes
System Wide Decisions

• Two tabs
  – Same wording
  – Same content (with institutional scope)
• Same facets, same basic search box
• Same advanced search options
• Same footer design
• Same CCLA (LINCCWeb) co-branding
Customization

• Search by institution, campus, or state-wide
• Tiles customized by institution
  – Up to four parts
• Banner (by institution)
• Link back (to institution or library)
4 local tiles
Two Tabs

• Everything is in one tab
• Except MetaLib
Search for: packing oranges

Welcome!
Log In
Need Help?
e-Shelf
Preferences

Results for Miami Dade College
15 Results, sorted by: relevance
Did you mean: packing orange?

Subject: Topic
- Brothers (Religious) -- Photographs (1)
- Citrus fruit industry -- Florida -- Photographs, Oranges -- Florida -- Photographs; Black-and-white photography -- Florida -- Photographs; Oranges -- Packing -- Photographs (1)
- Citrus fruit industry -- Florida -- Photographs, Oranges -- Florida -- Photographs; Black-and-white photography -- Florida -- Photographs, Oranges -- Packing -- Photographs (1)
- Citrus fruit industry -- Florida -- Photographs, Oranges -- Florida -- Photographs; Black-and-white photography -- Florida -- Photographs, Oranges -- Packing -- Photographs (1)
- Citrus fruit industry -- Photographs (2)

1. Photograph of three people packing oranges. (View details)
   1884-1921
   - Add to e-Shelf
   - View online now (Get it)

2. Brothers packing oranges in warehouse at Saint Leo Abbey: St. Leo, Fla. (View details)
   - Add to e-Shelf
   - View online now (Get it)

3. Walker packing house. (View details)
   1884-1921
   - Add to e-Shelf
   - View online now (Get it)

4. Photograph of the Smyth and Barnaby (orange pickers) building. (View details)
   1884-1921
   - Add to e-Shelf
   - View online now (Get it)
Reflections

• We have learned a lot about configuring and customizing Primo
• Can’t please everyone
• Who is our customer? (librarian or student?)
• ...

College Center for Library Automation
Our current developmental focus

1. Seek more student input; continue work to make LINCCWeb 2.0 (Primo) relevant for students

2. Embed LINCC services within institutional portals through single sign-on

3. Expand the access via mobile devices
Example – Embed in institution systems

Library
Example -- LINCCWeb Mobile

Shows a quick list of titles and call numbers for items that are Available
Thank you

Questions / Comments?

Gary Johnson, CCLA
gjohnson@cclaflorida.org